This paper presents a procedural framework that unifies various mechanisms to look for discrete-neighborhood saddle points in solving discrete constrained optimization problems (DCOPs). Our approach is based on the necessary and sufficient condition on local optimality in discrete space, which shows the one-to-one correspondence between the discrete-space constrained local minima of a problem and the saddle points of the corresponding Lagrangian function. To look for such saddle points, we study various mechanisms for performing ascents of the Lagrangian function in the original-variable subspace and descents in the Lagrange-multiplier subspace. Our results show that CSAEA, a combined constrained simulated annealing and evolutionary algorithm, performs well when using mutations and crossovers to generate trial points and accepting them based on the Metropolis probability. We apply iterative deepening to determine the optimal number of generations in CSAEA and show that its performance is robust with respect to changes in population size. To test the performance of the procedures developed, we apply them to solve some continuous and mixed-integer nonlinear programming (NLP) benchmarks and show that they obtain better results than those of existing algorithms.
Introduction
Many engineering applications can be formulated as discrete constrained optimization problems (DCOPs). Examples include production planning, computer integrated manufacturing, chemical control processing, and structure In this paper we review the necessary and sufficient condition for local optimality in discrete constrained optimization, present procedures for solving these problems, and apply these procedures to solve some nonlinear programming problems (NLPs). The procedures presented are especially useful when an NLP is formulated by non-differentiable functions with discrete or mixed-integer variables. Table 1 summarizes the acronyms used.
A DCOP can be formulated as follows:
subject to g(x) ≤ 0 and h(x) = 0, where x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) T ∈ D n is a vector of bounded discrete variables. Here, f (x) is a lower-bounded objective function, g(x) = (g 1 (x), · · · ,
T is a vector of k inequality constraint functions, and h(
T is a vector of m equality constraint functions. Functions f (x), g(x), and h(x) are not necessarily differentiable and can be linear or nonlinear, continuous or discrete, and analytic or procedural. Without loss of generality, we consider only minimization problems.
Solutions to (1) cannot be characterized in ways similar to those of problems with differentiable functions and continuous variables. In the latter class of problems, solutions are defined with respect to neighborhoods of open spheres whose radius approaches zero asymptotically. Such a concept does not exist in problems with discrete variables. To characterize solutions sought in discrete space, we define the following concepts on neighborhoods and constrained solutions in discrete space X ⊆ D n .
Definition 1. N d (x)
, the discrete neighborhood [1] of x ∈ X is a finite user-defined set of points {x ∈ X} such that x ∈ N d (x) ⇐⇒ x ∈ N d (x ), and that it is possible to reach every x ∈ X from any x in one or more steps through neighboring points. There are corresponding definitions of constrained local minima (CLM c ) and constrained global minima (CGM c ) in continuous space, although they are not presented formally here.
Definition 2. Point x ∈ X is called a discrete-neighborhood constrained local minimum (CLM
We have shown earlier [17] that the discrete-neighborhood extended saddle-point condition (Section 2.1) is necessary and sufficient for a point to be a CLM d . We have also extended simulated annealing (SA) [16] and greedy search [17] to look for such saddle points SP d (Section 2.2). At the same time, new problem-dependent heuristics have been developed in the evolutionary algorithm (EA) community to handle nonlinear constraints [12] (Section 2.3). Up to now, there is no clear understanding on how the various search mechanisms in SA, EA, and others can be unified effectively for solving a wide range of optimization problems.
Our primary goal in this paper is to show that discrete-neighborhood saddle points can be found effectively by integrating the various search mechanisms in SA and EA. We present a framework that employs these mechanisms to probe a search space, where a probe is a neighboring point examined, independent of whether it is accepted or not. We illustrate our approach on CSAEA, a combined constrained simulated annealing and evolutionary algorithm, that uses mutations and crossovers to generate trial points and that accepts the points generated according to the Metropolis probability. Finally, we use iterative deepening to determine the optimal number of generations in CSAEA and show that its performance is robust with respect to changes in population size. Note that our approach is general and works for other operators to probe a search space.
CSAEA is a stochastic search algorithm (SSA) that generates probes in a random fashion in order to find solutions. Among the various convergence conditions of SSAs to a solution of desired quality, the strongest one is 
3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 asymptotic convergence with probability one. In this case, the search stops at a desired solution in the last probe with probability one when the number of probes approaches infinity. This concept is of theoretical interest because any algorithm with asymptotic convergence does not imply that it will find better solutions with higher probabilities when terminated in finite time.
A weaker convergence condition is the following reachability condition:
Definition 4. The reachability probability, P R (N ), of an SSA after making N probes is the probability that the SSA will find an incumbent solution of desired quality in any of its N probes.
Let p j to be the probability that the SSA finds a solution of desired quality in its j th probe and all probes be independent (a simplifying assumption). The reachability probability after making N probes is:
As an example, Figure 1a plots P R (N g P ) when CSAEA (see Section 3.2)
was run under various number of generations N g and fixed population size P = 3 (where N = N g P ). The graph shows that P R (N g P ) approaches one as N g P is increased. Although it is hard to estimate P R (N ) when a test problem is solved by an SSA, we can always improve its chance of finding a solution by running the same SSA multiple times from random starting points. Given P R (N ) for one run of the SSA and that all runs are independent, the expected total number of probes to find a solution of desired quality is:
Figure 1b plots (3) based on P R (N g P ) in Figure 1a . In general, there exists N opt that minimizes (3) because
is bounded below by zero, and Figure 1b illustrates this behavior.
Based on the existence of N opt , we present in Section 3.3 some search strategies that minimize (3) in finding a solution of desired quality. Finally, Section 4 compares the performance of our proposed algorithms.
Previous Work
In this section, we summarize the theory and algorithms of Lagrange multipliers in discrete space and some related work in EA.
Extended Saddle-Point Condition for Discrete Constrained Optimization
Define an equality-constrained DCOP as follows [17, 18] :
where x is a vector of bounded discrete variables.
A transformed augmented Lagrangian function of (4) is defined as [17] :
where
. Here, we have used |h(x)| to transform h(x) into a non-negative function. Note that, although the transformed constraints are not differentiable at h(x) = 0, they are not an issue in our theory because we do not require their differentiability.
By applying a similar transformation, inequality constraint g j (x) ≤ 0 can be transformed into equivalent equality constraint max(g j (x), 0) = 0. Hence, we only consider equality constraints from now on.
We define a discrete-neighborhood saddle point SP d (x * , λ * ) with the following property:
for all x ∈ N d (x * ) and all λ ∈ R m . Note that saddle points defined in (6) are with respect to discrete neighborhoods and are different from those in continuous space, although they both satisfy the same inequalities in (6) .
The concept of SP d is very important in discrete searches because, starting from them, we can derive the necessary and sufficient condition for CLM d that governs the correctness of all such search procedures. This is stated formally in the following theorem [17] : Theorem 1. Necessary and sufficient extended saddle-point condition (ESPC) on CLM d [17] . A point in the discrete search space of (4) This requirement is different from that of conventional theory of Lagrange multipliers in continuous space, which requires the search of unique Lagrange multipliers that satisfy a system of nonlinear equations. Since there is no closed-form solutions to a system of nonlinear equations, solving them requires an iterative search in the joint (x, λ) space. In contrast, finding the local minimum of L d (x, λ * * ) with respect to x for λ * * ≥ λ * can be carried out in a decoupled fashion, with the search of λ * * separate from the search of x * . A possible implementation is to have an iterative process with an inner loop that performs descents in L d (x, λ), while keeping λ fixed, until either a local minimum of L d has been found or a predetermined number of probes have been made. The outer loop then increases the λ's on those violated constraints. The following are two example algorithms designed using this approach.
The first algorithm, the discrete Lagrangian method (DLM) [18] , is an iterative local search that uses (6) as the stopping condition. It updates the x variables in an inner loop in order to perform descents of L d in the x subspace, while occasionally updating the λ variables of unsatisfied constraints in an outer loop in order to perform ascents in the λ subspace. Note that
while stopping condition (6) the simple algorithm may get stuck in an infeasible region when the objective value is too small or when the Lagrange multipliers and/or constraint violations are too large. In this case, increasing the Lagrange multipliers will further deepen the infeasible region, making it impossible for a localdescent algorithm in the inner loop to escape from this region. One way to address this issue is to scale back λ periodically and to "lower" the barrier in the Lagrangian function in order for local descents in the inner loop to escape from an infeasible region.
The second algorithm is the constrained simulated annealing (CSA) [16] algorithm shown in Figure 2a . It looks for SP d by probabilistic descents of the Lagrangian function in the x subspace in the inner loop and by probabilistic ascents in the λ subspace in the outer loop, with an acceptance probability governed by the Metropolis probability. The following theorem shows that the algorithm converges to a saddle point asymptotically with probability one [16] . Theorem 2. Asymptotic convergence of CSA [16] . Suppose x ∈ N d (x) is generated from x using generation probability
Further, assume a logarithmic cooling schedule on T and that x is accepted with Metropolis probability A T (x, x ):
where (a) + = a if a > 0, and (a) + = 0 otherwise for all a ∈ R. Then the Markov chain modeling CSA converges asymptotically to a CGM d with probability one.
Theorem 2 extends a similar theorem in SA that proves the asymptotic convergence of SA to a global minimum when solving an unconstrained optimization problem. By looking for SP d in Lagrangian space, Theorem 2 proves the asymptotic convergence of CSA to a CGM d when solving a constrained optimization problem.
Theorem 2 is of theoretical interest because its convergence is only achieved as time approaches infinity. In practice, when CSA is run using a finite cooling schedule N α , it finds a CGM d with reachability probability P R (N α ) < 1. To increase its success probability, CSA with N α can be run multiple times from random starting points. Assuming independent runs, a CGM d can be found in finite average time defined by (3) . The minimum of these average times is achieved when CSA is run using a cooling schedule of N opt . (Figure 1b illustrates the existence of N opt for CSAEA.) However, N opt is problem-dependent and cannot be determined easily a priori.
To find N opt at run time without using problem-dependent information, we have proposed to use iterative deepening [7] in order to determine N opt iteratively. Figure 2b shows the pseudo code of CSA ID (CSA with iterative deepening). The algorithm first runs CSA using a short duration. If the current run fails to find a CGM d , it doubles the duration CSA is allowed and repeat the run [14] . This step is repeated until a CGM d is found. Since the total overhead in iterative deepening is dominated by that of the last run, CSA ID has a completion time of the same order of magnitude as that of the last run that succeeds to find a CGM d . Figure 3 illustrates a case in which the total time incurred by CSA ID is of the same order as the expected overhead at N opt .
Since P R (N opt ) < 1 for one run of CSA at N opt , it is possible that CSA fails to find a solution when run with a duration close to N opt . After doubling the cooling schedule, its duration in the next run will overshoot beyond N opt . To reduce the chance of overshooting and to increase the success probability before its duration reaches N opt , we have proposed to run CSA multiple times from random starting points at each duration in CSA ID . For instance, CSA can be run K = 3 times at each duration before its duration is doubled (Figure 2b ). Our results show that this strategy generally requires twice the average completion time with respect to multiple runs of CSA that use a duration of N opt before it finds a CGM d [14] . Optimal time = 12t 
EA for Constrained Optimization
Evolutionary algorithm (EA) is a general optimization algorithm that incorporates aspects of natural selection or survival of the fittest. It maintains a population of alternative candidates (usually generated randomly initially) and probes the search space using genetic operators, such as crossovers and mutations, in order to find better candidates. The original EA was developed for solving unconstrained problems, using a single fitness function to rank candidates. Recently, many variants of EA have been developed for solving constrained NLPs. Most of these methods were based on penalty formulations that use EA to minimize an unconstrained penalty function. Similar to CSA, these methods do not require the differentiability or continuity of functions. One approach is the static-penalty formulation with fixed penalties [2] :
T is fixed and chosen to be so large that:
Based on (9), an unconstrained global minimum of (8) over x is a CGM d to (4); hence, it suffices to minimize (8) in solving (4). Since both f (x) and |h i (x)| are lower bounded and x takes finite discrete values, γ always exists and is finite, thereby ensuring the correctness of the approach. Note that other forms of penalty formulations have also been studied in the literature. A major issue of static-penalty methods is the difficulty of selecting a suitable γ. If γ is much larger than necessary, then the terrain will be too rugged to be searched effectively. If it is too small, then (9) does not hold and feasible solutions cannot be found by minimizing F s (x, γ).
Dynamic-penalty methods [6] , on the other hand, address the difficulties of static-penalty methods by increasing penalties gradually in the following fitness function:
where t is the generation number, and C, α, and β are constants. In contrast to static-penalty methods, (C t) α , the penalty on infeasible points, is always increased during evolution.
Dynamic-penalty methods do not always guarantee convergence to CLM d or CGM d . For example, consider a problem with two constraints h 1 (x) = 0 and h 2 (x) = 0. Assuming that a search is stuck at an infeasible point x and that for all
, then the search can never escape from x no matter how large (C × t) α grows. One way to ensure the convergence of dynamic-penalty methods is to use a different penalty for each constraint, as in Lagrangian formulation (5) . In the previous example, the search can escape from x after assigning a much larger penalty to h 2 (x ) than that to h 1 (x ).
There are other variants of penalty methods, such as annealing penalties, adaptive penalties [12] and self-adapting weights [4] . In addition, problemdependent genetic operators for handling constraints have been studied. These include methods based on preserving feasibility with specialized operators, methods searching along boundaries of feasible regions, methods based on decoders, repair of infeasible solutions, co-evolutionary methods, and strategic oscillation. However, most methods require domain-specific knowledge or problem-dependent genetic operators, and have difficulties in finding feasible regions or in maintaining feasibility for nonlinear constraints.
In short, the success of penalty methods rely on choosing suitable penalties. Such penalties are difficult to pick a priori in static penalty methods and do not always work in dynamic penalty methods when a single penalty is used. Multiple penalties, one for each constraint as in Lagrangian methods, will be more flexible in guiding a search out of infeasible local minima.
A General Framework for finding SP d
In this section, we propose a general procedural framework that unifies simulated annealing (SA), evolutionary algorithms (EA), and greedy searches in looking for discrete-neighborhood saddle points. Such a framework is important because it combines the best features from various mechanisms in order to arrive at better search algorithms. in the four components of the framework, we can design new constrained optimization algorithms or improve existing algorithms to look for CLM d . The general procedure is guaranteed to terminate only at feasible points; otherwise, new probes will be generated in the λ subspace to suppress any violated constraints. Further, if the procedure is able to enumerate all the points in N dn (x ) when trying to determine the direction to move from x in the x subspace, then the point where the procedure stops must be a discrete-space saddle point, or equivalently, a CLM d . This is true because the point where the procedure stops is a local minimum in the x subspace of L d (x, λ) and a local maximum in the λ subspace.
Both DLM and CSA in Section 2.2 fit into this procedural framework, each maintaining one candidate at a time. DLM entails greedy searches in the x and λ subspaces, deterministic insertions into the list of candidates, and deterministic acceptance of candidates until all the constraints are satisfied. On the other hand, CSA generates new probes randomly in one of the x and λ variables, accepts them based on the Metropolis probability (7) if L d increases along the x dimension and decreases along the λ dimension, and stops updating λ when all the constraints are satisfied.
In this section, we present algorithms that use genetic operators to generate new probes and their iterative-deepening versions:
Constrained Evolutionary Algorithm (CEA)
CEA was developed based on the general framework in Figure 4 that looks for discrete-neighborhood saddle points. Similar to traditional EA, it organizes a search into a number of generations, each involving a population of candidates in the search space. It searches in the Lagrangian space, using genetic operators to generate new probes in the original-variable subspace, either greedy or probabilistic generations in the λ subspace, and deterministic organization of candidates according to their Lagrangian values. Figure 5 outlines the pseudo code of the algorithm, and Table 2 shows how CEA fits
set generation number t ← 0 and λ(t) ← 0; 3.
initialize population P(t); 4.
repeat /* over multiple generations */ 5.
eval. L d (x, λ(t)) for all candidates in P(t); 6.
repeat /* over probes in x subspace */ 7.
y ← EA(select(P(t))); 8.
evaluate L d (y, λ) and insert into P(t) 9.
until sufficient probes in x subspace; 10. set initial number of generations N g = N 0 ; 3.
set K = number of CEA runs at fixed N g ; 3.
repeat /* iterative deepening to find CGM d */ 4.
until N g exceeds maximum allowed or (no better solution has been found in two successive increases of N g and N g > ρ 5 N 0 and a feasible solution has been found); 7. end procedure b) CEA ID : CEA with iterative deepening into the general framework to look for discrete-space saddle points. We explain in the following the details of the algorithm. Lines 2-3 initialize to zero the generation number t and the vector of Lagrange multipliers λ. A starting population of candidates in x can be either randomly generated or user provided.
Line 4 terminates CEA when either the maximum number of allowed generations is exceeded or when no better feasible solution with a given precision has been found in a number of generations. (The stopping condi-tion is specified later in CEA with iterative deepening.)
Line 5 evaluates in generation t all the candidates in population P(t) using L d (x, λ(t)) defined in (5) as the fitness function.
Lines 6-9 explore the original-variable subspace by evolutionary search. They select from P(t) candidates to reproduce using genetic operators and insert the new candidates generated into P(t) according to their fitness.
Line 10 updates λ according to V(h, P(t)), the vector of maximum constraint violations over population P(t), where:
Here, h i (x) is the i th constraint function, and c is a positive step-wise parameter controlling how fast the Lagrange multipliers change.
There are two considerations in implementing operator ⊕ in Line 10: the generation of λ and its acceptance. We generate a new λ either probabilistically from a uniform distribution in (−c × V/2, c× V/2], or in a greedy fashion from a uniform distribution in (0, c × V]. The latter allows only ascents of the fitness function in the λ subspace. The new λ can be accepted either deterministically when it leads to an improved fitness value, or stochastically according to the Metropolis probability (7). In any case, a Lagrange multiplier will not be changed if its corresponding constraint is satisfied.
Finally, Line 11 updates the generation number before advancing to the next generation.
It should be obvious that the necessary condition for CEA to converge is when h(x) = 0 for every candidate x in the population, implying that all the candidates are feasible solutions to the original problem. If any constraint in h(x) is not satisfied by any of the candidates, then λ will continue to evolve in order to suppress the unsatisfied constraint. Note that although we only need the constraints for one (rather than all) candidate to be satisfied, it is difficult to design a penalty-update procedure that identifies a specific candidate to enforce constraint satisfaction. As a result, our penalty-update procedure tries to enforce constraint satisfaction for all the candidates.
One design consideration in applying CEA is in choosing a suitable population size. For the benchmark problems tested, the optimal population size ranges between 20 and 50. Although we have developed a dynamic procedure to select a suitable population size at run time, we do not present the procedure here because CEA performs worse than CSAEA described in the next subsection, which uses a small and fixed population size.
Another design consideration is in determining the proper number of generations to use in each run. It is not necessary to run CEA once for an exceedingly long duration in order for it to find a CGM d . Similar to CSA, CEA is an SSA that can be run multiple times, each with a short duration, in order to minimize the expected overhead of finding a solution of desired quality. In Section 3.3, we use iterative deepening to determine the optimal number of generations.
set t ← 0, T 0 , 0 < α < 1, and P(t); 3.
repeat /* over multiple generations */ 4.
for i ← 1 to q do /* SA in Lines 5-10 */ 5.
for j ← 1 to P do 6. generate x j from N d (x j ) using G(x j , x j ); 7. accept x j with probability A T (x j , x j ); 8.
end for 9.
set T ←− αT ; /* set T for the SA part */ 10. end for 11.
repeat /* by EA over probes in x subspace */ 12.
y ← EA(select(P(t))); 13.
evaluate L d (y, λ) and insert y into P(t); 14.
until sufficient number of probes in x subspace; 15.
t ← t + q; /* update generation number */ 16. until (t ≥ N g ) 17. end procedure 
Combined Constrained SA and EA (CSAEA)
Based on the general framework in Figure 4 , Figure 6 shows a new algorithm CSAEA that integrates CSA in Figure 2a and CEA in Figure 5a . The algorithm uses both random probing in SA and genetic operators in EA to generate new probes in the x subspace. In each generation, CSA is performed on every candidate in the population for q probes, where q is set to N g 6 after experimentation. Our evaluations have also shown that, instead of running CSA on a candidate anew from a random starting point each time the candidate is examined, the best solution point found in the previous run should be used as the starting point of the current run. Next, CSAEA performs an evolutionary search on the candidates by selecting candidates from the population, applying genetic operators on the candidates, and inserting the candidates back into the population. The following explains the actions performed in each step of the procedure.
Line 2 initializes P(0).
is defined in the joint x and λ subspaces. Initially, x can be userprovided or randomly generated, and λ is set to zero.
Lines 4-10 perform CSA using q probes on every candidate in the population. In each probe, we generate x j randomly and accept it based on (7).
Experimentally, we have determined q to be N g 6 . As is discussed earlier, we use the best point of one run as the starting point of the next run.
Lines 11-15 perform an EA search by using genetic operators to generate probes in the x subspace and by sorting all the candidates according to their fitness value L d after generating a probe. Since each candidate has its own vector of Lagrange multipliers, its Lagrangian value may be biased and cannot be compared directly with the Lagrangian value of another candidate.
As a result, the algorithm first computes the average value of Lagrange multipliers for each constraint over all the candidates in P(t) and then calculates L d for each candidate using the average Lagrange multipliers.
Similar to CEA, we must choose a suitable number of candidates in the population of CSAEA and the duration of each run in order for the algorithm to perform well. We address these two issues in CSAEA ID next.
CEA and CSAEA with an Optimal Schedule
In this section we present a method to determine the optimal number of generations in one run of CEA and CSAEA in order to find a CGM d . The method is based on the use of iterative deepening [7] that determines an upper bound on N g , the number of generations in one run of CEA or CSAEA, in order to minimize the expected total overhead in (3).
The number of probes expended in one run of CEA or CSAEA is N = N g P , where P is the population size. For a fixed P , letP R (N g ) = P R (P N g ) be the reachability probability of finding CGM d . From (3), the expected total number of probes using multiple runs and fixed P is:
We are interested to find N g opt , the optimal number of generations that minimizes (12) . For the same reason as is indicated in Section 1, N g opt exists and is bounded. Figure 1b illustrates the existence of such an absolute minimum when CSAEA with P = 3 was applied to solve G1 [12] .
To estimate N g opt , we apply iterative deepening similar to that in CSA ID (Section 2.2). Assume that CEA ID in Figure 5b uses a set of geometrically increasing N g to find a CGM d :
where N 0 is the (small) initial number of generations. Under each N g , CEA is run a maximum of K times but stops immediately when the following three conditions hold: a) a feasible solution has been found, b) when no better solution has been found in two successive generations, and c) the number of iterations has been increased geometrically at least five times. These conditions are established in order to ensure that iterative deepening has been applied adequately. For iterative deepening to work, ρ > 1. LetP R (N g i ) be the reachability probability of one run of CEA under N g i generations, B opt (f ) be the expected total number of probes taken by CEA with N g opt to find a solution of quality f , and B ID (f ) be the expected total number of probes taken by CEA ID in Figure 5b to find a solution of quality f starting from N 0 generations. According to (12) ,
The following theorem shows the sufficient conditions in order for
Theorem 3. CEA ID and CSAEA ID are optimal and can achieve
and lim
Proof. Based on the schedule in (13) used by CEA ID , define q in such a way that:
IfP R (x) is monotonically non-decreasing in (0, +∞), we have:
LetP NR (N g ) be the probability that CEA does not succeed in K runs with N g generations in each run. Since all runs are independent, we have:
From (16) and (17), we have:
Let E B i be the expected total number of probes expended in Lines 3-6 in Figure 5b when CEA is run a maximum of K times at N g i probes each but stops immediately if it succeeds in any one of these runs. Then:
When CEA in Line 4 of Figure 5b is called with N g 0 , . . . , N g q generations, its success probability is larger than the success probability of CEA called with N g q generations alone. Hence,
From (18), (20) can be reduced to:
(21)
From (18), (19) and (21), we have:
For the search to converge in finite average time,
which is condition (b) of the theorem. This proves the theorem:
25 in all the benchmarks tested. Substituting these values into condition (b) in Theorem 3 yields K > 2.4. Hence, we have used K = 3 in our experiments. Since CEA is run a maximum of three times under each N g , B opt (f ) is of the same order of magnitude as one run of CEA with N g opt .
The only remaining issue is to choose a suitable population size P in each generation. In CEA ID , we have found that the optimal P ranges from 4 to 40 and is difficult to determine a priori. Although it is possible to choose a suitable P dynamically, we do not present the algorithm here because the new CEA ID performs worse than CSAEA ID . In CSAEA ID , P = 3 was found to perform well experimentally. Although the optimal P may be slightly different, the corresponding expected overhead to find a CGM d differs very little from that when a constant P is used.
Experimental Results
We present in this section our experimental results on applying CSA ID , CEA ID and CSAEA ID to evaluate some nonlinear benchmarks. We first determine the best combination of parameters to use in generating probes and in organizing candidates.
Implementation Details
An important element of our Lagrangian method is the frequency of updating λ. As in CSA [16] , we set the ratio of generating trial points in x and λ subspaces to be 20n to m, where n is the number of variables and m is the number of constraints. This means that x is updated more often than λ.
In generating trial points in the x subspace, we use a dynamically controlled neighborhood size in the SA part [16] based on the 1:1 ratio rule [3] , whereas in the EA part, we use the seven operators in Genocop III [11] and L d as our fitness function. We also use the default parameters of CSA [16] in the SA part and those of Genocop III [11] in the EA part.
The following rule generates trial point λ in the λ subspace:
Here, r 1 is a random number in [−1/2, +1/2] when λ is generated probabilistically, and is randomly generated in [0, 1] when probes in λ are generated in a greedy fashion. We adjust φ in (25) adaptively according to the degree of constraint violations:
where ⊗ is the vector-product operator, and V is the vector of maximum violations defined in (11) . When V i (h(x), P(x)) = 0, λ i does not need to be updated; hence, φ i = 0. In contrast, when V i (h(x), P(x)) > 0, we adjust φ i by modifying w i according to how fast V i (h(x), P(x)) is changing:
where T is the temperature, and η 0 = 1.25, η 1 =0.8, τ 0 = 1.0, and τ 1 = 0.01 were chosen experimentally. When V i (h(x), P(x)) is reduced too quickly (second case in (27)), V i (h(x), P(x)) is over-weighted, leading to possibly poor objectives or difficulty in satisfying other under-weighted constraints. Hence, we reduce λ i 's neighborhood. In contrast, if V i (h(x), P(x)) is reduced too slowly (first case in (27)), we enlarge λ i 's neighborhood in order to improve its chance of satisfaction. Note that w i is adjusted using T as a reference because constraint violations are expected to decrease with T . In addition, for iterative deepening to work, we have set the following parameters: ρ = 2, K = 3, N 0 = 10 · n v , and N max = 1.0 × 10 8 n v , where n v is the number of variables, and N 0 and N max are, respectively, the initial and the maximum number of probes.
Evaluation Results
Due to a lack of large-scale discrete benchmarks, we derive our benchmarks from two sets of continuous benchmarks: Problem G1-G10 [12, 8] and Floudas and Pardalos' Problems [5] . We have also tested our algorithms on MacMINLP [9] , a collection of mixed-integer benchmarks.
In generating a discrete constrained NLP, we discretize continuous variables in the original continuous constrained NLP into discrete variables as follows. Continuous variable x i in the range [l i , u i ] is forced to take values from the following set, where l i and u i are the lower and upper bounds of x i , respectively, and s = 1.0 × 10 7 : CSA ID , CEA ID and CSAEA ID with P = 3 to find solutions that deviate by 1% and 10% from the best-known solution of a discretized version of G2. All CPU times in seconds were averaged over ten runs and were collected on a Pentinum III 500-MHz computer with Solaris 7. '−' means that no solution with the desired quality can be found. The best result in each column is boxed. Table 3 shows the evaluation results on various strategies in CSA ID , CEA ID , and CSAEA ID on a discretized version of G2 [12, 8] . We show the average time of ten runs for each combination in order to reach two solution quality levels (1% or 10% worse than CGM d , assuming the value of CGM d is known). Evaluation results on other benchmark problems are similar.
Our results show that CEA ID usually takes longer than CSA ID or CSAEA ID to find a solution of similar quality. Further, CSA ID and CSAEA ID have better performance when probes generated in the x subspace are accepted by annealing rather than by deterministic rules. (The former prevents a search from getting stuck in local minima or infeasible points.) On the other hand, there is little difference in performance when new probes generated in the λ subspace are accepted by probabilistic or by greedy rules and when new candidates are inserted according to annealing or deterministic rules. In short, generating probes in the x and λ subspaces probabilistically and inserting candidates into their population by annealing rules lead to good and stable performance. For this reason, we use this combination of strategies in our experiments.
We next test our algorithms on ten constrained NLPs, G1-G10 [12, 8] , discretized according to (28). These problems have objective functions of various types (linear, quadratic, cubic, polynomial, and nonlinear) and constraints of linear inequalities, nonlinear equalities, and nonlinear inequalities. The number of variables is up to 20, and that of constraints, including simple bounds, is up to 42. The ratio of feasible space with respect to the whole search space varies from 0% to almost 100%, and the topologies of feasible regions are quite different. These problems were originally designed to be solved by evolutionary algorithms (EAs) in which constraint handling techniques were tuned for each problem in order to get good results. Examples of such techniques include keeping a search within feasible regions with specific genetic operators and dynamic and adaptive penalty methods [16] . 10 runs, we compare their performance with respect to T , the average total time of multiple runs until a CGM d is found. The fifth and sixth columns show, respectively, the average time and the number of L d (x, λ) function evaluations CSA ID took to find f * . The next two columns show the performance of CEA ID with respect to P opt , the optimal population size found by enumeration, and the average time for finding f * . These results show that CEA ID is not competitive as compared to CSA ID , even when P opt is used. The results on including additional steps in CEA ID to select a suitable P at run time are worse and are not shown. Finally, the last five columns show the performance of CSAEA ID . The first three present the average time and number of L d (x, λ) evaluations under constant P , whereas the last two show the average time using P opt found by enumeration. These results show little improvements in using P opt . Further, CSAEA ID has between 9% and 38% in improvement in B ID (f * ), when compared to those of CSA ID , for the 10 problems except for G4 and G10.
Comparing CEA ID and CSAEA ID with EA, we see that EA was only able to find f * in three of the ten problems, despite extensive tuning and using problem-specific heuristics. In contrast, both CEA ID and CSAEA ID can find f * for all these problems without problem-dependent strategies. We are not able to report the timing results of EA because the results in the literature are the best among many runs with extensive tuning. Table 5 shows the results on selected discretized Floudas and Pardalos' NLP benchmarks [5] with more than ten variables. The first three columns show the problem IDs, the known f * , and the number of variables (n v ) of each problem. The last two columns compare B ID (f * ) of CSA ID and CSAEA ID with fixed P = 3. They show that CSAEA ID is consistently faster than CSA ID (between 1.3 and 26.3 times), especially for large problems. This is attributed to the fact that EA maintains more diversity in candidates by keeping a population, thereby allowing competition among the candidates and leading SA to explore more promising regions.
Finally, we compare our methods with MINLP BB [9] , an MINLP solver using the branch and bound method, in solving selected MINLP benchmark problems in MacMINLP with no more than 100 variables [13] . Since the benchmarks in these experiments were not discretized, CSA ID and CSAEA ID were used as heuristics in sampling the continuous subspace. Table 6 summarizes the experimental results. The first six columns show, respectively, the problem ID, the type of objective function (linear, quadratic, or nonlinear), the number of variables (n v ), the number of integer variables (n i ), the type of constraint functions (linear, quadratic, or nonlin- However, the running times of CSA ID and CSAEA ID are not competitive with those of MINLP BB in solving large problems. This happens because CSA ID and CSAEA ID are sampling algorithms, whereas MINLP BB utilizes derivative information of functions during its search. An advantage of sampling algorithms is that they do not rely on derivatives and can be applied to solve constrained NLPs whose functions are not differentiable or not in closed form.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented new algorithms to look for discreteneighborhood saddle points in the Lagrangian space of constrained optimization problems. Because the discrete-neighborhood extended saddle- point condition only requires some Lagrange multipliers larger than a critical threshold to be found, the search of such saddle points can be implemented efficiently by an iterative search. Our main contribution in this paper is in developing an effective search that combines a) probes generated randomly and using genetic operators in the original variable space for performing descents of the Lagrangian function, b) random probing in the Lagrangemultiplier space for performing ascents, c) acceptance of probes generated using the Metropolis probability, and d) a schedule that minimizes the number of iterations (with the same order of magnitude as the optimal schedule).
Our results also show that existing evolutionary approaches for solving constrained optimization problems, which only look for constrained solutions in the original variable space, can be improved significantly by looking for saddle points in the Lagrangian space.
One of the limitations of our approach is that the saddle-point condition only works in discrete neighborhoods. As a result, continuous variables in continuous or mixed-integer problems must be discretized before the condition can be applied. Furthermore, probes generated randomly or using genetic operators do not likely follow descent directions, and differentiation is more effective for finding gradient directions in differentiable functions. These limitations can be overcome by the extended saddle-point condition in mixed space we have developed recently [15] . Based on the new condition, descent directions in the continuous subspace can be found by differentiation, whereas descent directions in the discrete subspace can be found by enumeration. Results on solving mixed-integer optimization problems will be reported in a future paper.
